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Abstract: Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems have attracted considerable attention in recent years, as a key technology to
realize scalable, dependable network services. However, because of its high anonymity, P2P systems involve several
drawbacks such as the weakness against malicious attacks by anonymous peers. In this paper, we propose a method
to evaluate the trustworthiness of each peer by explicitly taking into account the accuracy of mutual evaluations. The
proposed method is an extension of the EigenTrust proposed by Kamvar et al. which calculates a global trust vector
consistent with the observed local trust vectors under the weighted sum in a linear space. The performance of the
proposed method is evaluated by simulation. The result of simulations indicates that the proposed method identifies
a large subset of reliable peers with a suﬃciently small number of message transmissions compared with a simple
modification of the EigenTrust.
Keywords: peer-to-peer, reputation, trust

1. Introduction
Trust management is a key issue in realizing dependable computer systems in an open environment such as the Internet. Thus
far, many trust management schemes have been proposed in the
literature [3], [6], [7], [8], [11], [14], [15]. The main objective of
trust management is to make assessments and decisions regarding
the dependability of potential transactions involving risk, and to
allow users and the system owners to increase and correctly represent the reliability of themselves and their systems [5]. In particular, the goal of a trust management in distributed environments
is to identify potential risk of operations conducted by malicious
users and to certify the dependability of distributed systems using several sources of information, such as the access log of each
user, stochastic behavior of the users, and the reputation about the
reliability of the other users.
Among them, the “reputation” of users is considered to be a
rich source of dependability information for many online applications, to assess the reliability of each user in a distributed environment. In fact, many online auction systems such as eBay *1 ,
eBid *2 , and OZtion *3 try to increase their dependability by allowing customers to make an assessment of their past counterparty, and by disclosing the result of such assessments to all users.
By referring to those assessments, each user can identify malicious users who involve potential risks, such as the possibility of
the download of inauthentic files, a long delay of transactions and
a sudden cancellation of ongoing transactions.
A critical problem in such a reputation-based trust manage1
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ment is that the reputation given by a malicious user may not be
reliable. Although it would be possible to omit “all” reputations
given by suspected users, we cannot identify a suﬃcient number
of reliable users under such a pessimistic approach. We need to
carefully take into account the reputation given by every user (including suspected ones) to identify as large number of reliable
users as possible. In this paper, we propose a systematic way
to realize such an assessment. As a basic infrastructure, we focus on the EigenTrust trust management system [8] proposed by
Kamvar et al. As will be described later, the main idea of the
EigenTrust is to deal with the transitivity of the trust of users in
a linear space; i.e., under the model used in the EigenTrust, if a
evaluates the reliability of b as 0.5, and b evaluates the reliability of c as 0.5, then a (indirectly) evaluates the reliability of c as
0.5 × 0.5 = 0.25. Such an approach would work well if every user
can make an assessment accurately, but in actual situations, the
assessment conducted by unreliable users may not be accurate,
and such an inaccuracy increases the risk of overlooking malicious users in identifying a set of reliable users.
In the proposed reputation management scheme, we take into
account such an inaccurate evaluation by explicitly assigning low
priority to those evaluations. More concretely, we propose two
diﬀerent ways of selecting reliable neighbors during the calculation of the trust values under the EigenTrust algorithm. The accuracy and the eﬃciency of the proposed scheme are evaluated by
simulation. In addition to the previous study [1], we conducted
some additional simulations to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the
*1
*2
*3
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proposed scheme in more detail. The result of simulations indicates that the proposed scheme can improve the accuracy of the
original EigenTrust, and simultaneously, can significantly reduce
the amount of message transmissions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the EigenTrust algorithm and its variants. Section 3
describes the proposed method. The result of simulations is summarized in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with
topics for future works.

2. EigenTrust
Consider a P2P system consisting of N homogeneous peers.
Each peer i is assigned a real number ti∗ ∈ [0, 1] called credibility, where each peer is regarded as being reliable if it is assigned
credibility close to one. The credibility of a peer can not be directly referred to by the other peers, while we assume that the
credibility of peer j can be “evaluated” by any peer in the system
by conducting a transaction with j, and will say that “peer i trusts
j” if i evaluates that j is reliable.
2.1 Algorithm
EigenTrust [8] is a reputation management algorithm based on
the notion of transitive trust, in the sense that if peer i trusts peer
j, then peer i would also trust peers trusted by j. Let ci j denote
the local trust value of j which is locally calculated by i through
transactions with j such as a file download and a query processing. More concretely, it is calculated by the number of satisfactory or unsatisfactory transactions conducted between i and j, and
is normalized to a real number in [0, 1] (if there were no transactions between them, ci j is calculated to be 0). Given such a set of
local trust values, peer i can estimate the credibility of peer k, in
the following manner:

ci j · c jk ,
(1)
tik =
j

that is, the estimated credibility tik is calculated by collecting all
local trust values for peer k, and by taking a weighted sum of
those values, where the weight of value ci j is the local trust value
of j calculated by i. Let ci denote the local trust vector calculated
by i, and ti denote a vector of estimated credibility calculated by
using Eq. (1). Then, by using reputation matrix C, which consist of local trust values collected from the other peers, Eq. (1) can
be restated as follows:
ti = C T · ci .

(2)

The reader should note that in the above equation, ti reflects the
local trust values calculated by the immediate neighbors of i,
whereas ci merely reflects the local trust values of i. This indicates that, by multiplying C T to ti from the left, we can obtain
a refined trust vector reflecting the local trust values of the peers
within distance of two from i. By repeating similar operations,
we will have a stationary vector t such that
t = (C T ) x · ci

(3)

for some x ≥ 1, since if C is aperiodic and strongly connected,
then powers of reputation matrix C converges to a stable value at
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some point. Such a vector t is known as the left principal eigenvector of the reputation matrix C, and since it is independent of
the selection of peer i, it can be regarded as a global trust vector
in the system, in the sense that the jth element in t represents the
global trust value of peer j. It would be worth noting here that
the resulting vector t may not coincide with the real credibility
vector, since the above observation merely claims that the vector
consistently explains the local trust values under the “weighted
sum” represented in Eq. (1).
The calculation of such a stationary vector t can be conducted
in a straightforward and approximated manner. More concretely,
by assuming that each peer knows the whole matrix C, it may
repeatedly left multiply the current vector by C T , until the diﬀerence to the previous vector becomes smaller than a predetermined
threshold.
2.2 Variants
In the literature, several variants of the EigenTrust have been
proposed.
Abrams et al. [2] introduced the notion of cyclic partitioning to
the EigenTrust, to prevent selfish peers from maliciously increasing their credibility by manipulating the local trust values of the
colluding peers. In this method, the set of peers are evenly partitioned into m subsets (i.e., colors), and those colors are arranged
into a directed cycle. Each color has  mN  or  mN peers, where N
denotes the number of peers in the P2P system. Each peer in color
c can send a query and receive a service merely from a peer in its
successor color succ(c) in the directed cycle, but cannot directly
evaluate the peers in succ(c). More concretely, the outgoing links
from color c are set to be uniform over succ(c), and then during
the calculation of the global trust vector for peers in a particular
color c, we should replace element ci j in the reputation matrix C
by m/N if i ∈ c. By this modification, we can realize a situation
in which the local trust values provided by each peer in color c do
not directly aﬀect the calculation of the global trust vector of the
peers in color c, and it eﬀectively removes an incentive to give a
wrong reputation to itself or the colluding peers.
Donato et al. [4] assume the existence of two diﬀerent types of
malicious peers, and proposed several extensions of the EigenTrust. The first type is a peer which always uploads inauthentic
files. Peers of the second type, called spies, return authentic files
only to popular queries, and return inauthentic files to the other
queries. Both types of peers assign positive local trust values only
to malicious peers.
In order to eliminate the eﬀect of such malicious peers, Donato
et al. introduced a logical network called positive opinion network in which a directed link is inserted from peer i to peer j
only when i downloads authentic files from j, where each link
is weighted by the number of authentic files downloaded from
j. Inverse EigenTrust is a reputation management scheme which
applies the EigenTrust to the transpose of a positive opinion network called an inverse network. By definition, no good peer can
reach a malicious peer through a directed path in an inverse network. Therefore, under the Inverse EigenTrust, a good peer can
always calculate the score of malicious peers to be zero. Let I(i)
be the global trust value of i calculated under the Inverse Eigen-
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Trust, and E(i) be the global trust value calculated by applying
the original EigenTrust to the positive opinion network. In the
Donato et al.’s scheme, in order to disregard the opinion of spies,
the global trust value of peer i is calculated to be 0 if I(i) = 0, otherwise it is calculated to be E(i). Note that the first condition can
be relaxed to I(i) < θ for some threshold θ, in order to eliminate
cases in which malicious peers assign positive local trust values
to a small percentage of good peers, since peers can reach malicious peers on an inverse network and in such a situation, I(i) of
malicious peers i cannot be 0.

3. Main Results
3.1 Overview
In this paper, we extend the reputation management conducted
under the EigenTrust in the following three directions. In the first
direction, we will introduce the notion of certainty of local trust
values calculated by each participating peer. Recall that in the
original EigenTrust, such a certainty was partially taken into account as a weight of the peer while conducting a summation of
the elements contained in the current vector ti , and it is based
on an assumption that if peer j is evaluated to be unreliable by
a peer, then it would also be evaluated to be unreliable by any
other peers. However, such a simple method does not exclude
the eﬀect of a malicious behavior of unreliable peers such that
j behaves honestly during transactions with i but it behaves dishonestly during transactions with i . In the following, we model
such an uncertainty by using a probabilistic approach, and extend
the EigenTrust to take into account such malicious behaviors of
unreliable peers.
The second direction is a reduction of the number of message
transmissions during the calculation of a global trust vector in
a distributed environment. As was described earlier, the EigenTrust assumes that every peer knows the whole reputation matrix before starting the calculation, but it requires a large amount
of message transmissions, while it tries to reduce such traﬃc by
using a distributed data structure such as Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [10], [12], [13]. Thus, if we could eﬀectively skip the
communication to a number of (unreliable) peers, it could significantly reduce the traﬃc of the scheme.
The third direction is to avoid sacrificing the quality of the solution. If we skip the communication to several peers, the amount
of local trust values we can collect will decrease and the accuracy
of calculation of global trust vectors may become low. In order
to overcome such an inaccuracy of calculation, we introduce a
method which enables us to collect local trust values from a suﬃcient number of peers without significantly increasing the amount
of message transmissions.
The modifications to the EigenTrust are summarized in
Table 1. The details of the modifications are described in the
following sections.
3.2 Model of Unreliable Peers
In the proposed method, we assume that an evaluation conducted by a reliable peer is accurate, but an evaluation conducted
by an unreliable peer may not be accurate. In order to formalize such an uncertainty, we introduce a range-based approxima-
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Table 1

Diﬀerence of the proposed scheme (CRD stands for credibility).

Certainty of CRD
Collection of CRD
Spreading of CRD
Pre-trusted peers

proposed scheme
Blurred
Within fixed TTL
Yes
Not exist

EigenTrust
Not blurred
Whole network
No
Exist

tion model described below (in what follows, we call this model
RBA); when i evaluates j, the local trust value ci j is randomly
selected from the following range with uniform probability:


max{0, t∗j + ti∗ − 1}, min{1, t∗j − ti∗ + 1} .
By definition, the resulting value ci j coincides with the credibility t∗j of j if ti∗ = 1, and the value will be “blurred” as decreasing the value of ti∗ ; e.g., if ti∗ = 0.8, such a blur increases to 0.2
(= 1 − ti∗ ), and the value of ci j becomes a random real number in
[max{0, t∗j − 0.2}, min{1, t∗j + 0.2}].
In addition to the above assumption, in the following, we will
assume that there are no absolutely reliable peers whose existence
is known to all peers. Such peers are called “pre-trusted” peers
in Ref. [8]. Pre-trusted peers play an important role in improving
the eﬃciency in the original EigenTrust algorithm, although in
practice, it is hard to assume the existence of such peers.
3.3 Problem
In this paper, we consider a problem of identifying reliable
peers from a collection of local trust values, which is informally
stated as follows: Given a set of local trust values distributed over
a network, identify a set of reliable peers as accurate as possible
with as small number of message transmissions as possible. Here,
we should notice that in many practical situations, the risk of misidentifying unreliable peers as a reliable peer is much higher than
the risk of mis-identifying reliable peers as an unreliable peer. In
other words, a concrete goal of the above abstract problem should
be to identify a large subset of reliable peers with as small number of message transmissions as possible. In the following, we
call this problem MAX REL. Note that it is completely diﬀerent from the reputation management problem considered in the
EigenTrust.
In fact, it is easy to see that the global trust vector calculated
by the EigenTrust is not suﬃcient as a solution to the problem
MAX REL under the RBA model. To see this in detail, let us
consider an example consisting of three peers i, j, and k. Suppose
ti∗ = 1, ci j = 0.7 and c jk = 0.5. In the EigenTrust algorithm, peer
i estimates the credibility of k through j as
ci j × c jk = 0.7 × 0.5 = 0.35.
On the other hand, since ti∗ = 1, ci j coincides with the credibility of j, i.e., t∗j = 0.7. Thus, the credibility of peer k is at least
0.2 (= 0.5 − 0.3) and at most 0.8 (= 0.5 + 0.3); i.e., there is risk in
believing that the credibility of k is 0.35 since there is a possibility
that the credibility of the peer is 0.2.
3.4 Algorithm
Under the RBA model, the local trust value calculated by each
unreliable peer is not accurate in the sense that the degree of inaccuracy is proportional to the credibility of the evaluator. This
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means that the calculation result of unreliable peers involves a
risk of an unexpected situation in which an unreliable peer is
mis-identified to be reliable. In order to avoid such situations, in
the proposed scheme, we will take an approach to selectively omit
the local trust value calculated by unreliable peers. It is worth noting here that to realize such an omission in an eﬀective manner,
we have to make a decision on the reliability of particular peers
before completing the calculation of their credibility. In addition,
we should avoid omitting all suspected values, since our objective
is to identify as large subset of reliable peers as possible.
3.4.1 Selective Query Forwarding
The basic idea of the proposed scheme is as follows. Consider
a directed graph G such that the vertex set is the set of peers,
and for any pair of peers i and j, an edge is placed from i to j
iﬀ ci j > 0. Peer i tries to collect local trust values from peers in
the graph by disseminating a query message along directed edges
in G, in such a way that: 1) the query reaches peers which have
high reliability, and 2) the query does not reach peer j if it is not
connected with i through a path consisting of reliable peers. A
query has a fixed TTL (Time To Live), and the range of the region to which the query reaches is restricted by the TTL. Each
peer who received a query from an adjacent peer returns its local
trust values to the source of the query message.
More concretely, in the proposed method, we adopt the following two query forwarding rules:
• In the first rule, peer i forwards the received query to all
neighbors j such that ci j ≥ θi , where θi is the average of
local trust values calculated by i.
• In the second rule, peer i forwards the received query to its
neighbors in a non-increasing order of their local trust value,
until the sum of local trust values of the peer who have received the query exceeds a threshold θi . The threshold θi
is determined as the percentage of the number of neighbors
such that ci j ≥ θi , where θi is the threshold used in the first
rule.
In both rules, peer i does not forward a query if it is received from
k such that cik = max j {ci j }, in order to avoid unnecessary query
forwarding to the peers with low trust values. We call a neighbor
of i as Good for i if it receives a query from i. Note that in each
rule, each peer forwards a query only to its Good neighbors.
3.4.2 Spreading of Local Trust Values
In addition to the above query forwarding rules, in the proposed scheme, we adopt the following spreading scheme which
will be used with the selective query forwarding scheme in a combined manner. The aim of the spreading scheme is to disseminate
the local trust value of each peer to its neighbors beforehand, to
reduce the cost of query forwarding. The spread of local trust
values is controlled by a TTL. A local trust vector received from
a neighbor is cached into its local storage, and is forwarded to
other neighbors only if it comes from a Good neighbor. Then, the
overall query forwarding scheme is modified in such a way that
each peer returns a collection of local trust values cached in its
local storage (including its own local trust values) as a response
to a query received from an adjacent peer.
Local trust values which could not be obtained through the
above schemes are simply assumed to be zero, and each peer lo-
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cally applies the EigenTrust algorithm to the collected partial information to calculate an approximated global trust vector. Each
peer then determines the reliability of the other peers by referring
to the calculated global trust values, e.g., it can output a subset
of peers whose global trust value exceeds a threshold as a set of
reliable peers. The reader should note that, since each peer keeps
its own reputation matrix, each peer obtains unique global trust
vectors through the proposed scheme although every peer obtains
the same global trust vector in the original EigenTrust algorithm.

4. Experiments
In this section, we compare the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
scheme with conventional reputation management schemes with
respect to the accuracy of estimation and the number of message
transmissions.
4.1 Metric
Under the RBA model, the local trust value calculated by each
peer involves an inaccuracy proportional to the credibility of the
evaluator, and it takes a random value in a range determined by
the inaccuracy. This implies that it is impossible to exactly estimate the actual credibility by any scheme under the model. In
the following, we will evaluate the accuracy of reputation management schemes by the number of mis-identifications under the
model. Recall that in each reputation management scheme considered in this paper, each peer i autonomously conducts a calculation of the global trust vector, and the resulting vector may
diﬀer for each i.
Let X denote a list of peers which is arranged in a nonincreasing order of credibility. Let ti denote the global trust vector
calculated by i, and let Yi denote a list of peers which is arranged
in a non-increasing order of the values in vector ti . For example,
if the global trust vector ti is calculated as
(0.3 0.5 0.2 0.9)
then the list Yi is determined as
(4, 2, 1, 3)
since value 0.9 for peer 4 is the largest, value 0.5 for peer 2 is the
second largest, and so on.
As was mentioned earlier, the risk of mis-identifying unreliable peers as a reliable peer is much higher than the risk of misidentifying reliable peers as an unreliable peer. Thus in the following, we evaluate the risk of the resulting list Yi , by counting
the number of peers in the bottom σ% of list X (i.e., peers whose
credibility is low) which appear in the top σ% of list Yi (i.e., peers
mis-identified to be reliable by the scheme). We will analyze the
accuracy of the schemes by setting σ to 30%. The number of
such mis-identifications shall be bound to as small a number as
possible. In the following, for brevity, we call a peer with a low
credibility a incredible peer, and a peer with a high credibility a
credible peer.
Table 2 summarizes parameters fixed in the simulations. In
the following, the other parameters such as LTP, TTLq , TTL s , and
σ will be determined appropriately, where LTP denotes the percentage of incredible peers in the network, TTLq denotes the TTL
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Table 2 Simulation settings.
# of peers
average # of neighbors (degree)
minimum # of neighbors (degree)
credibility of credible peers
credibility of incredible peers

1000
6.0
3
[0.8, 1.0]
[0.0, 0.2]

Fig. 2 The impact of TTLq in the original EigenTrust.

(a) Calculated by credible peer.

(a) Under the first rule.

(b) Calculated by incredible peer.
Fig. 1

The number of mis-identifications in the top 30% of Yi .

used in the query forwarding scheme and TTL s denotes the TTL
used in the spreading scheme.
(b) Under the second rule.

4.2 Comparison with EigenTrust
Figure 1 illustrates the accuracy of the proposed method. The
horizontal axis of the figure is the LTP which varies from 10% to
90%, and the vertical axis is the percentage of mis-identifications,
where other parameters are fixed as TTLq = 3 and TTL s = 2. Figure 1 (a) shows the accuracy of the estimation calculated by credible peers, and Fig. 1 (b) shows that of incredible peers. We can
observe from the figures that for any value of the LTP, the proposed peer selection rules certainly exhibit a better performance
than the EigenTrust algorithm, and in the calculation conducted
by credible peers, the second rule is particularly eﬀective to reduce the number of mis-identifications. In Fig. 1 (b), however,
when the percentage of incredible peers exceeds 30%, the number of mis-identifications increases rapidly. This is because incredible peers are likely to estimate neighbors inaccurately under
the RBA model, and the behavior of peers such that a query is
forwarded only to Good neighbors does not work well. It would
be noted that although we could observe another increase of misidentifications for small LTPs such as 10% or 20% (from right to
left), there is no need to worry about. In fact, when LTP=10%,
the upper 20% of the bottom 30% of the list X should consist of
credible peers (recall that LTP=10% implies that 90% of the peers
are credible peers). Thus, even if all of such peers are estimated
as credible peers, it does not cause a risk.
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Fig. 3 The impact of TTL s .

Figure 2 shows the accuracy of the estimation calculated by
the EigenTrust algorithm when the range of queries is restricted
by TTLq . We varied TTLq from 2 to 5, or set to ∞. We can observe
from the figure that the number of mis-identifications increases
as decreasing TTLq , i.e., the restriction of the range of query forwarding by a simple TTL is not suﬃcient under the RBA model,
while it is eﬀective to some extent in reduction in the amount
of the traﬃc. In addition, even if TTLq is set to ∞, the number
of mis-identifications rapidly increases when LTP exceeds 60%.
This suggests that selective query forwarding would be necessary
to eﬃciently improve the accuracy of the estimation.
Figure 3 illustrates the impact of TTL s to the accuracy of the
schemes. As shown in the figure, for small LTPs, the accuracy
increases with an increasing TTL s , since each peer can collect
a large amount of local trust values from credible peers. In addition, for large LTPs, the number of mis-identifications rapidly
decreases, particularly under the second rule, although such a tendency becomes small as the TTL s increases.
4.3 Analysis
In our proposed schemes, each peer keeps its own reputation
matrix C. In addition, an entry corresponding to peer j in the
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Fig. 6 The number of message transmissions.

Fig. 4 The number of non-zero entries.

rule beats the first one for large LTPs (see Fig. 1 (a)). A remarkable advantage of the first rule is that the number of non-zero
entries is not too small compared with the second rule. In fact,
under the second rule, the number of non-zero entries becomes
very small so that we could not estimate the global trust value
of many peers for large LTP’s. On the other hand, under the first
rule, the number of non-zero entries is kept to be suﬃciently large
for any value of LTP.
Fig. 5 The impact of average degree against non-zero entries.

global trust vector calculated by peer i from its reputation matrix
C takes value zero if i is not connected to j through a directed path
consisting of reliable peers. In a real world P2P system, this situation implies that peer i might have to interact with peer j without
considering whether it is reliable. Such an “invisibility” of unreliable peers plays a key role in the proposed schemes to reduce
the risk of unreliable reputations. To verify such conjecture, we
counted the number of (visible) peers whose trust values are nonzero in a calculated global trust vector. Figure 4 illustrates the
result. As shown in the figure, for large LTPs, queries issued in
the proposed schemes certainly reach a very restricted region of
the network, so that the amount of non-zero entries becomes low.
For example, when LTP=70%, the percentage of non-zero entries
is 90% under the first rule, and it is only 25% under the second
rule. This is why the number of mis-identifications sharply reduces under the second rule in Fig. 3 (b).
Although such a reduction of non-zero entries plays a crucial
role in the proposed schemes, we should avoid a disappearance
of such entries to eﬀectively identify a set of reliable peers. We
could keep suﬃcient number of non-zero entries, if each query
reaches a peer with many adjacent peers. To verify this conjecture, we evaluate the number of non-zero entries by varying the
average degree of peers from 4.0 to 9.0. Figure 5 shows the results. As the average degree increases, the number of non-zero
entries also increases even for large LTP’s. In fact, a high degree
peer eﬀectively disseminates queries, and has many local trust
values by itself. Thus, by acquiring those values from high degree peers, each peer can locally have a dense reputation matrix
C, which increases the possibility of calculating many non-zero
entries.
The result of the above experiments could be summarized as
follows: 1) the first rule slightly beats the accuracy of the second
rule for small LTPs particularly when such a calculation is conducted by a incredible peer (see Fig. 1 (b)), while 2) the second
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4.4 Message Transmissions
Finally, we evaluate the number of message transmissions of
the proposed schemes. In the evaluation, we accumulated messages issued for spreading local trust values and queries for collecting local trust values. Figure 6 summarizes the result. As
shown in the figure, the proposed scheme significantly reduce the
amount of messages, although it gradually increases along with
an increasing the TTL used in the spreading scheme.
In summary, we can conclude that the proposed scheme can
improve the accuracy of the original EigenTrust even in situations where many malicious peers randomly report inaccurate
local trust values. Moreover, the proposed schemes can significantly reduce the amount of message transmissions.

5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we proposed a model of the trust of peers which
reflects the inaccuracy of evaluation conducted by unreliable
peers. We then proposed an improvement of the EigenTrust algorithm which increases the accuracy of estimation while reducing
the traﬃc of the underlying P2P overlay. The performance of the
proposed schemes is evaluated by simulations.
An interesting direction for further research is to compare the
performance of the proposed scheme with other trust models and
schemes.
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